We study a multi-item, two-echelon, continuous-review inventory problem at a Dutch utility company, Liander. We develop a model that optimizes the quantities of service parts and their allocation in the two-echelon network under an aggregate waiting time restriction. Specific aspects that we address are emergency shipments in case of stockout, and batching for regular replenishment orders at the central warehouse. We use column generation as a basic technique to solve this problem, and use various building blocks for single-item models as columns. Further, we study options to derive simple classification rules from the solution of our multi-item, two-echelon service part optimization problem using statistical techniques. Application of our models at Liander yields a solution that reduces costs by 15% and decreases the impact of waiting time for service parts by 52%.
Introduction
In the utility sector, uptime of the network is important to provide the consumers gas and electricity according to their needs. This requires a quick response to failures, and so the resources needed should be readily available. In this study, we focus on service part provisioning for corrective maintenance of the energy network of a Dutch utility company, Liander. Liander distributes electricity and gas to a third of the Netherlands and has 3 million electricity and 2.1 million gas initiated a project, centralizing inventory control for urgent order fulfilment with the aim to deliver higher service levels for less inventory costs. Urgent orders are used for fixing power outages, but also to cover unforeseen demand arising from planned maintenance and projects. From now on demand refers to urgent order demand.
Liander aims for a simple and practical methodology which optimizes the trade-off between MSPD on the one hand, and inventory and transportation costs on the other hand, by determining for each item at which locations and in what quantities it should be stocked. The supply chain is simplified by considering four network options per item, from which one needs to be chosen:
• Network 1 -The item is only located at the supplier as consignment stock.
• Network 2 -The item is only located at the central warehouse.
• Network 3 -The item is only located at the central and all the regional manned warehouses.
The regions assigned to unmanned warehouses are supplied by the nearest manned warehouse.
• Network 4 -The item is only located at the central warehouse and all the regional warehouses.
In case a location is out of stock when demand occurs, an emergency order is placed at the next location upstream in the supply chain (central warehouse, infinite capacity supplier), see Table 1.1 for the exact sequencing. Obviously, the emergency shipment time is less than the regular replenishment lead time from the same stockpoint. If a service part is not available in the network, we assume that it can always be supplied by an infinite capacity supplier that is able to deliver the item at high costs and long shipment times. In practice, this is the supplier without consignment stock. As basic logic, expensive slow movers should typically be stored upstream in the supply chain (Network 1 or 2), whereas Network 3 and 4 are more suitable for cheaper fast movers. The distinction between Network 3 and 4 is that the manned warehouses in Network 3 serve larger geographical areas, causing a longer average shipment time to the location where the part is needed.
In total there are 27 regional warehouses, 9 manned and 18 unmanned. Liander requires uniformity of assortment for the two types of regional warehouses, resulting in a minimal stock level of one.
Therefore, Network 3 is not a special case of Network 4, and Network 2 is not a special case of Network 3. Network 1 has maximum risk pooling effect, as the inventories may be shared with other customers of the supplier, and Liander only contracts suppliers who are not too much dependent on Liander. A second reason for inventory cost savings is that a supplier can stock components from which it can quickly assemble different service parts. Compared to Network 2, the inventory reduction comes at the price of longer shipment times and higher shipment costs.
For each service part, we have to choose the network and the inventory levels per site. We refer to such a combined decision as a delivery policy. In Network 1, we assume that we contract a certain fill rate with the supplier, valid for all parts. Fill rate differentiation is not common in this setting, and is also of little use in Network 1 since it will mainly be used for expensive, slow moving items with a low criticality. We will develop a method for joint optimization of the delivery policies for all service parts, such that we find an optimal balance between MSPD and the total inventory holding costs (including consignment stocks at the supplier) and the emergency shipment costs from the various locations in the supply chain.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the relevant literature and we state our contribution in more detail. In Section 3 we describe our model and the corresponding solution approach. Section 4 describes the application of the model at Liander. As
Liander prefers to have a simple and intuitively logical framework for the choice of the delivery policies, we develop such a framework in Section 5. There, we also examine the cost penalty of replacing an advanced optimization routine by a simple framework. Finally, in Section 6 we draw our conclusions.
Literature
In the past decades, a huge amount of literature has been published on spare part inventory models.
A recent literature review is given by Basten and Van Houtum [2014] . The seminal paper in this area is the work by Sherbrooke [1968] on multi-item, multi-echelon spare part stocking. A lot of related work is covered by Sherbrooke [2004] and Muckstadt [2005] . A common characteristic in these models is the use of backordering if a spare part is not on stock. In an environment as we consider, this is not common practice. Because the consequences of system downtime may be huge in terms of costs or reduced quality of service, alternative sourcing options are typically considered in case of a stockout, for example an emergency shipment from a location upstream in the supply chain. Since the corresponding demand does not need to be satisfied anymore from the original stockpoint, this is typically modelled as a lost sales inventory model. single-item building block for our application. Still, a modification is required, since the assumption of one-for-one replenishment is not applicable for all parts in our application. For cheap fast movers, it is better to apply lot sizing at the central depot. We will derive such a variant in this paper.
As multi-item optimization method, the greedy "biggest-bang-for-the-buck" heuristic by Sherbrooke
[1968] is often used. However, this approach is not applicable for lost sales models. An alternative is an approach based on column generation as has been applied before by Wong et al. [2007] , Van Houtum [2007, 2008] and Alvarez et al. [2013 Alvarez et al. [ , 2014a . The power of this approach is that it is very flexible in the sense that we can embed a large variety of single inventory models in the multi-item optimization, as long as the performance evaluation per item policy is fast and accurate. The drawback is that it may be computationally burdensome if the number of items is high. We will solve this by splitting the set of parts in two sets: a set of expensive and critical slow movers for which accurate stock levels are important to find, and a set of cheap fast movers for which we should typically not run out of stock, since downtime costs are far higher than realistic inventory holding costs. 
Model description
In Section 3.1, we outline our model. Section 3.2 describes the notation. In that same section we formulate our optimization model as well as a reformulation suitable for column generation. Section 3.3 describes how to evaluate the performance of an item delivery policy for the different networks.
Section 3.4 describes the column generation approach. As this approach is mainly useful if the number of items is not too large, we develop a separate approach -based on results from the column generation method -for optimizing low valued items in Section 3.5.
Outline
First, let us define our key performance indicator, the Minutes impact of Service Parts Deficiency (MSPD). Let I denote the set of service parts, D i the average demand for part i per year, mi i the minutes impact due to service part i, and EW i the average waiting time for part i. Then we have:
The minutes impact of item i, mi i , consists for a fraction α i of demand resulting from a power outage, and a fraction (1-α i ) of idle time of a mechanic. We define c i as the number of connections affected by a power outage due to deficiency of service part i, and C as the total number of connections. Also, we rate the idle time of a service engineer as being equal to itm connections affected. Then,
We can influence MSPD via the average waiting time for part i, which is determined by the network structure and the stock levels of its corresponding warehouses. In our model, we aim to minimize the cost of inventories and emergency shipments, such that a target value for MSPD is not exceeded. The link between regional warehouse and region is strict. Mechanics get the required item from their own regional warehouse, therefore lateral transhipments (i.e., mechanics being supplied from another warehouse than their own) are excluded from the model. When in Network 3 and 4 demand at a regional warehouse cannot be satisfied from stock on shelf, an emergency shipment is issued from the central warehouse (CW) if it still has the item on stock, irrespective of items in the regular replenishment pipeline between central and regional warehouse. If the CW is out of stock as well, an emergency shipment from the infinite capacity supplier is issued, irrespective of items in the regular replenishment pipeline between supplier and CW. This is the current modus operandi at Liander, since the regular replenishment lead times, minimally three days, are unacceptably long in case of demand.
In Network 3 and 4 we model the lead time from supplier to the central warehouse by an exponential distribution, even though a deterministic lead time is more realistic. The key reason is that this assumption facilitates Markov chain analysis, whereas Alfredsson and Verrijdt [1999] have
shown that the performance of these Networks is rather insensitive to the lead time distribution if the central warehouse uses one-for-one replenishment. For Network 1 and 2 we do not need this assumption. In Section 4.1 we separately assess the impact of the lead time distribution for the case where the central warehouse uses a replenishment quantity larger than one.
As mentioned before, our approach is based on column generation. We evaluate a stock allocation in Network 1 and 2 by the Erlang loss formula. As this network will typically be selected for expensive slow movers, a replenishment lot size of one makes sense.
Further, we use the following model assumptions:
1. The demand is Poisson distributed and independent across items and regions.
2. All regional warehouses use an (S-1,S)-policy, implying continuous review and a replenishment order size of one; the same policy applies for consignment stock at the supplier in Network 1.
The central warehouse uses an (s,Q)-policy, implying continuous review with a reorder point of s
and a fixed replenishment order size of Q≥1. The order size Q is predetermined using the wellknown economic order quantity formula.
4. In Network 1, all service parts have the same fill rate which is given as model input.
5. The infinite capacity supplier has infinite capacity.
Notation
We consider items i ϵ I in delivery networks g ϵ G = {1,2,3,4}. We index the stockpoints (referred to as warehouses) by n ϵ N, where index ∞ refers to the infinite capacity supplier, 0 refers to consignment stock, and index 1 refers to the central warehouse. Indices 2,.., M and M+1,.., M+U refer to the manned and unmanned regional warehouses, respectively. L g denotes the set of regional warehouses in N for network g, where 1 = ∅, 2 = 4 = {2,..., M+U} and 3 = {2,…,M}. Although we do not use the regional warehouse in Network 2, we add them to 2 such that we can develop uniform expressions later on in this section. Let R denote the set of demand regions, r ϵ R. We start indexing r at 2 such that it runs parallel with the regional warehouses.
Input parameters

TE nr
The average (emergency) shipment time from warehouse n to region r. As a clarification: in 
LT in
The planned replenishment lead time of warehouse nϵ{0,…,M+U} for item i.
CE nr
Additional costs of an emergency shipment to region r from warehouse ∈ {∞, 0,1} compared to a delivery from a regional warehouse. In general CE ∞r > CE 0r .
d ir
The demand rate from region r for item i, = ∑ ∈ .
LK nrg Binary parameter indicating the link between region and regional warehouse, i.e., LK nrg = 1 if region r is linked to warehouse n in network g and LK nrg = 0 otherwise, ∈ \{1}.
h i The holding costs for item i.
Q i
The fixed lot size for item i at the central warehouse.
α i
The fraction of demand for item i arising from power outages.
c ir
The average affected number of connections for item i in region r in case of a power outage.
C
The total number of connections in the energy distribution grid.
itm
The equivalence of idle time of mechanics expressed in the number of affected connections.
mi ir minutes of impact when item i in region r is not available.
mx
The maximum impact allowed due to service parts deficiency (MSPD) over all items (target service level).
FS i
The fraction of demand at the supplier with consignment stock which originates from Liander for item i.
Decision variables
Network for item i.
Vector of inventory control parameters of the warehouses corresponding to network g i for item i, where is the reorder level at warehouse n. Note when the replenishment size is 1
The first component of the vectors for Network 2-4 is a reorder level, the following are
. We combine the decision variables for item i in a delivery policy = � , �.
Auxiliary variables
( ) Fill rate of warehouse n ϵ {0,…,M+U} using delivery policy for network for item i.
( ) Fraction of demand satisfied by an emergency shipment from the central warehouse at regional warehouse n ϵ using delivery policy , ∈ \{1} for item i.
( ) Fraction of demand satisfied by an emergency shipment from the infinite capacity supplier at regional warehouse n ϵ using delivery policy , ∈ \{1} for item i.
For Network 2-4, it holds that
Performance indicators (output)
( ) The total cost of item i using delivery policy , consisting of holding costs and emergency shipment costs.
( ) The expected waiting time of item i at region r using delivery policy .
The optimization problem can now be expressed as Problem I:
Note that 1 ∈ ℕ 0 and ∈ ∀ ∈ ; ∈ ℕ 0 , ∀ ∈ , ∈ \{∞, 1}. Restriction (3) is based on the definition of MSPD as given in (1) and (2) . The expected costs are given by:
The inventory costs are determined by the stock in the warehouses of a network. Liander becomes owner of the stock at the moment of ordering at the supplier. In Network 1, Liander pays only for the consignment stock proportional to the size of its demand at the supplier. In the other networks, we take into account the replenishment size at the central warehouse and link the demand of a region to an (un)manned warehouse by . Subsequently, we determine the expected costs of the emergency shipments based on the values , . The same logic is applied to the expected waiting time calculations:
The expected waiting time for an item is dependent on the fractions from which warehouse the region is delivered and corresponding shipment times between the two. As stated before we make a distinction between shipment time from the infinite capacity supplier and supplier with consignment stock.
Now we reformulate Problem I to an equivalent Problem II which we can solve by column generation. This approach enables decomposition of the problem into single item problems and allows us to include non-linear aspects in a multi-item problem. In order to apply the approach we reformulate Problem I as a linear problem by creating a subset of policies which can be used for an item. The decision becomes then to select the right delivery policy per item such that we do not exceed the target value mx, and minimize the total costs. Let set P i denote the delivery policies for item i, where p i ϵ P i . The binary decision variable is 1 if policy p i ϵ P i is selected for item i and 0 otherwise. Problem II becomes:
In order to find a near optimal set of item policies, we solve the LP-relaxation of Problem II, and derive from its solution which alternative policies not included in P i should be added in the next iteration, until no promising policy can be found anymore for any item. We initially create subsets P i such that a reasonable solution exists, see Section 3.4.1. By the shadow prices of the two constraints, obtained after solving the LP-relaxation, we can determine if an unconsidered policy has negative reduced costs, i.e., has the potential to improve the objective function. In Section 3.4.2 we furthermore limit the policies for explicit evaluation in a column generation step using the approach of Alvarez et al. [2014a] .The stopping criterion is when no new policies with negative reduced costs can be found. Section 3.4.3 describes how to obtain an integer solution, but first we show how we evaluate the delivery policies.
Evaluation of a delivery policy
In this section we evaluate the performance of a delivery policy for the different networks. For ease of notation we omit in Section 3.3 suffix i.
Network 2
Network 2 has the most straightforward analysis. We assume that Q=1, as stocking service parts at a single central location is likely to be used for low demand, high costs items. The demand at the central warehouse is the sum of the regions' arrival rates. The fraction of demand satisfied by the central warehouse, , with reorder level s 1 , is given by the Erlang loss formula with 1 =
Network 1
In Network 1 we assume the supplier offers only one fixed fill rate, 0 . In order to find the required basestock level to reach this fill rate, we increase the demand at the supplier by 1 (recall that FS denotes the fraction of demand at the supplier that is generated by Liander). We then calculate by the Erlang loss formula at what minimal basestock level, 0 , the required fill rate, is achieved as we assume the replenishment size is 1. We assume the same lead time as in Network2.
Network 3 and 4
Network 3 is similar to Network 4 and differs only in the number of regional warehouses used. Here, 
IL 1
Inventory level at the CW: inventory on hand minus backorders.
-̅ Lower bound on the inventory level of the CW, ̅ = ∑ ∈ g ∀ ∈ {3,4}.
IP 1
Inventory position at the CW.
The demand is now suffixed by the regional warehouse. The demand at the CW becomes: 1 = demand rate at the CW when the inventory level is strictly positive: 1 = ∑ ∈ ∀ ∈ {3,4}.
1 ′ = demand rate at the CW when the inventory level is ≤0:
The lead time of the CW has an exponential distribution with rate µ 1 .
Since IP 1 = IL 1 + quantity on order (=k*Q with ∈ ℕ 0 ), we know that:
• There is no outstanding order if IL 1 >s 1
• There is exactly one outstanding order if We can modify the Markov chain as displayed in Figure 3 From the balance equations, specified by the relations (rate in {x, x+1, …, s 1 +Q}) = (rate out {x, x+1, …, s 1 +Q}), we find for the state probabilities π x :
We find the state probabilities π x using the normalization equation Σ x π x = 1. For the calculation procedure we refer to Appendix A. We know that for inventory systems with one-for-one replenishment and lost sales the system performance is rather insensitive to the lead time distribution. For relatively fast movers with batching this is different. In Section 4.1 we show, using comparison to simulation results, that the sensitivity increases for replenishment order sizes larger than one, but remains within reasonable limits for practical purposes.
Column generation approach
Initial set of item policies
We apply a greedy method to obtain a first set of policies guaranteeing a feasible solution to the LPrelaxation. From Section 3.3.1, it follows that waiting times and costs are easily obtained when an item is placed in Network 1 or 2. Therefore we add for all items the relevant delivery policies of these two networks. In Network 2, we find an upper bound 1 on the reorder point s i1 by the minimal level which results in �2, 1 � ≥ 1 − , where we set ε = 0.0001. Subsequently, we add delivery policies for item i with the following reorder points: 1 ∈ {0, … , 1 }.
Networks 1 and 2 represent centralized stocks, resulting in high waiting times (varying from 2 to 24
hours) as the distance to the regions and thus the shipment times are long. As a result, delivery policies from these networks alone will not likely result in a feasible LP-relaxation solution, as the required service level mx cannot be reached in many practical problem instances. Therefore, we also add one Network 4 option per item with the minimal regional warehouse base stock level S in resulting in ≥1-ε. Note that in Network 4, the average distance to the location of the system failure is the smallest. We put zero stock at the central warehouse and calculate the fill rate by the Erlang loss formula (8) , where the replenishment time becomes + 1 , cf. Alvarez et al.
[2014a].
Generation of new columns
By column generation we iteratively try to find unconsidered delivery policies with negative reduced costs in Problem II (Section 3.2), as these policies will improve the solution. In every iteration, we add for every item a policy with minimal reduced costs given that one with negative reduced costs exists.
We continue until we cannot find new policies. In order to define the reduced costs ( ) of a policy, we extend the notation as follows: A≤0 denotes the shadow price of the MSPD constraint (6), and J i ≥0 the shadow price of the policy constraint (7), for item i.
The reduced cost of a new delivery policy p i becomes:
An important part of the approach is to limit the number of policies to be considered. Clearly we do not have to consider additional policies from Network 1 and 2 as these are already part of the initial policy set. Network 3 is not at all considered in the initial solution and for Network 4 only an extreme option with ≥1-ε. Consequently these two networks with many possible policies need be to explored. In order to limit the number of policies to consider we use the observations and the empirical findings of Alvarez et al.
[2014a]. They formulate three observations which help us to create upper and lower bounds on the stock levels of the warehouses. Furthermore, they conclude empirically between what stock levels the optimal stock level of a regional warehouse would be, given a proposed stock level of the central warehouse. With these bounds, a delivery policy with minimal reduced costs is found rather quickly. For an extensive discussion, we refer to Alvarez et al.
[2014a]. For the adaptations we needed to make, we refer to Appendix B.
Obtaining an integer solution
When a solution is found to the LP-relaxation we exclude all dominated policies from the P i , in order to speed up the computation time of the ILP problem. Dominated policies have both a higher average waiting time and higher total cost than at least one other policy of the same item, cf. Alvarez et al.
Low valued items
Out of the roughly 5,400 there are 4,249 item types valued at less than € 100.-. Optimization of all these items in the presented model would cause long computation time, and furthermore, the network structure for these items in the optimal solution is already clear in advance. Due to the low item value, a high fill rate for the cheap items at all the regional warehouses (Network 4) is relatively cheap to realize. This will prevent shipment costs and reduce the MSPD. Additionally, our model assumes a reorder quantity of one at the regional warehouses. This assumption does not hold for low value items, as it is based on the fact that holding costs for high value items are large compared to the order costs. Obviously, the holding costs for cheap items are low, resulting in an EOQ>1 at the regional warehouses. Consequently, we first calculate the reorder quantity: ∈ by the standard EOQ formula. Then the fill rate for reorder point s in is determined by:
Where F(y) is the Poisson distribution with mean the multiplication of demand rate and replenishment time:
, assuming a certain fill rate at the central warehouse, 1 . This formula is based upon the fact that the inventory position follows a simple continuous time Markov chain, a birth and death process. As a result, the inventory position has a uniform distribution on the integers {s in +1,…, s in +Q in }, see Axsäter [2006] . The resulting costs and waiting times are calculated per regional warehouse by a similar approach as equations (4) and (5) for Network 4. To do so we assume that the central warehouse reaches a fill rate of 100% for emergency shipments. Note that in a rare event of a stock out at the CW the item can frequently be obtained in a builder's merchant.
The resulting waiting time and costs can be plugged into equation (10) . Next, we apply the reorder point which results in the lowest reduced costs. Therefore we omit policy shadow price J i as it doesn't affect the reduced costs as a result of a reorder point. We only use the shadow price A of the MSPD constraint (6) that we found in the last iteration of the column generation procedure, representing the optimal balance in waiting time and costs.
Since the fill rate of the regional warehouse is in general high it is reasonable to apply the Poisson distribution, although we have emergency shipments in practice. This will result in a conservative performance estimation.
Model Application at Liander
We start describing the simulation results of our adapted method of Özkan et al. [2014] in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we describe how we obtain the required data for the model. In Section 4.3 we describe the results of our main model and the results for the low valued items. 
Evaluation adapted method for Q>1
No. of regional warehouse:
Average Maximum 
Establishing model input
Demand forecast -A long history of local energy company mergers, with their own grid composition, led to the present distribution grid of Liander. Therefore, there is a geographical variety in the parts applied in the energy network. This variety causes regional warehouses to have their own unique demand characteristics. We estimated demand characteristics based on data on the replenishments of the regional warehouses and the emergency shipments from the central warehouse for a period of respectively three and two years. For many items, we found a zero demand forecast in several regions. Actually, this is due to statistical fluctuations: these demand rates will be low but strictly positive. For these items we estimated the aggregate demand over all regions, and allocated this demand to the regions based on an estimation of the installed base per item per region.
In case of an emergency shipment, some items are ordered in fixed quantities larger than one. We simply adapted the unit size definition accordingly, such that the assumption of unit sized demand remains valid.
Item criticality -We define four categories for the number of affected connections in case of a power outage c ir (1, 10, 100, 1000). We asked material specialists to categorize all items above €100.-. We
could not obtain c ir per region such that we assume that c ir is equal over all regions. We estimate α i , fraction of demand arising from a power outage for item i for all items at 0.1. 
Results main model 4.3.1 Integrality gap and computation time
The integrality gap -the deviation between the ILP solution and the LP-relaxation solution -appears to be 0.041% only for mx=1. As the LP-relaxation is a lower bound for the optimal solution, we conclude that the ILP solution is close to the optimum. The computation time is around 2 minutes on an AMD dual core 2.1 Ghz computer, optimizing 189 items for mx= 1. The computation time is higher for low values of mx, as inventory levels should be higher and more relevant options should be considered. We did not observe computation times above 5 minutes.
Validation
We compared the stock allocation of the model with the current stock allocation. The stock allocation of the model is based on a value for mx=1, as this balances costs and MSPD in relative accordance to Liander priorities. We observed at a regional manned warehouse that our model increases the assortment from the current 37 to 81 service parts types. The model removes 3 out of the current 37 items, each having no demand or being expensive (>€ 1200.-). Furthermore we observed that the model roughly halves the value of these 34 such that the average value stored per item is lowered. In respect of the newly placed items, 51% of these items have high impact (c ir =1000), and 47% have a unit price below € 200.-. So, we add cheap and extremely critical items to the regional stocks.
The proposed inventory allocation corresponds well with the perception of a regional warehouse manager. At the central warehouse we increase the fill rate differentiation amongst items with a range between 51% and 100% instead of the current 90-98%.
For the low valued items, having an item procurement price of less than € 100.-, we could only obtain the current performance data for one regional warehouse in terms of the inventory costs. However as the values for emergency shipment costs and MSPD are low in the model, we expect these values also to be low in the current situation. The model again halves the inventory value. However, we should note that in practice certain items are ordered by more than one at a time. Unfortunately, information on order size is unavailable for the low valued items.
Analysis cost versus MSPD
As it is hard for Liander to specify a clear target for the MSPD, we show the relation to the costs in Figure 4 .1.The current performance is also plotted in the graph. We see that costs sharply increase if MSPD drops below 1, so a good solution will be around that point. Table 4 .3 gives a numerical comparison between various model outcomes, scenarios, and the current performance. 
Simplifying the service part optimization
On request of Liander who aims for a simple and practical methodology, we also developed a simpler method. In this section, we derive this method, and show the costs of simplification. The key idea is to find two statistical relations from our model results (Section 4): (i) relating the network structure to item characteristics (5.1), (ii) relating the item waiting time to item characteristics (5.2). Next, we heuristically find the inventory allocation per item from these two statistical models (5.3). In Section 5.4 we present the numerical results.
Network choice: Ordinal logistic model
As the networks can be ordered from centralized to decentralized, the network number is an ordinal variable. We construct an ordinal logistic model to forecast the network structure per item, cf. optimal network g i is smaller or equal to j, ln �
�, to a linear combination of item characteristics. We use item demand, lead time at the CW, procurement price and criticality and all possible second order interaction term as explanatory variables. Table 5 .1 shows that an increase of lead time, price and price * demand increases the probability of entering a lower numbered (more centralized) network, as these covariates have a negative sign.
We briefly discuss how ordinal logistic model performs in our case. Table 5 .2 displays how the forecasted networks are distributed over the actual network choice obtained from the model. From Table 5 .2 we conclude that our approach performs relatively well in distinguishing two-echelon networks from centralized inventories, but has particularly difficulties forecasting Network 1 (only 30% is forecasted correctly). This is consistent with Figure 5 .1, since Network 1 is the least clustered.
Overall, we forecast 140 items out of the 189 items correct. In Section 5.4, we numerically examine the impact of this misclassification.
Regression analysis waiting time
In the second step, we forecast the expected waiting time for each item i over all regions: 1/
We use the same covariates as in Section 5.1 and apply a log-linear model, as we can expect nonlinear relations between the waiting time and the explanatory variables (e.g., between mean demand and waiting time). Table 5 .3 shows the significance levels of the covariates have a significance level less than 0.05. 
Note that one unit of increase of one of the covariates with coefficient a results in an increase of the expected waiting time with a factor . Consequently, the waiting time is decreasing in the variables demand, criticality, lead time*price and network, and increasing in the other parameters.
Approximation of stock levels
The regression models provide us for with a suggestion of the network structure (the one with the highest probability) and the target waiting time for each item. A final step is to find for each item the inventory allocation, given the network structure and the target waiting time that we find from these regression models.
First we note that sometimes infeasible combinations of forecasts may arise, as networks have a minimal waiting time for an item: The (demand) weighted average shipment time from the lowest echelon to the region. If the target waiting time is lower than this minimum, we increase the target waiting time such that it corresponds to a fill rate of 0.99 at the most downstream stockpoints.
Below, we describe heuristics to find the inventory allocation per network type.
Network 1 is straightforward, as the same fill rate is applied. So, we can reuse the method from Section 3.3.2. We actually ignore the waiting time target. For Network 2, we choose the stock level such, that the absolute deviation between the target and actual waiting time is minimized.
For Network 3 and 4, we have to allocate inventories in a two-echelon network. For a given reorder point s 1 at the central warehouse, we find the order-up-to levels S n at the regional warehouses as follows. We start with = 1 ∀ ∈ as a result from the uniformity restriction of assortment, see Section 1. Next, we determine the regional warehouse having the highest value for: (current waiting time -minimal waiting time possible) *demand. At this warehouse, we increase by one, and evaluate if the absolute deviation between the target and actual waiting time over all regional warehouses is decreased. If this is the case, we find the next to increase, else we store the former solution. We execute this procedure for the following reorder points at the central warehouse:
1 ∈ {0, … , 1 }, where 1 is determined as described in Section 3.4.1. As a last step we select from all the solutions, corresponding to the different 1 levels, the one with the least costs. We conclude that the simple method yields a costs increase of 9% and a MSPD increase of 6%, even though it is tuned to the case data of Liander. Basically there are three steps which deteriorate the solution: (i) wrong network choice (ii) inaccurate target waiting time choice, (iii) inaccurate translation of the target waiting time into inventory levels. To find the impact of each step, we proceed as follows. We isolate the network forecast step by restricting the column generation method of Section 3.4 to use the forecasted network. This approach yields a limited cost increase of 5% and nearly the same MSPD, 0.997. Next, we only exclude the approximation of the target waiting time from the simple framework by using the resulting waiting times from the model solution of Section 4.3 and apply the methods of Section 5.1 and 5.3 to find the network and order parameters.
Cost penalty of using the simple framework
We find an increase of MSPD by 11% at nearly the same costs. Therefore, we conclude that the performance loss is mainly due to the regression results for the expected waiting time, and the translation of the target waiting time into stock levels.
When we compare the results of our simplified approach to the current performance, we see it improves the current practice: a costs decrease of 8 %, and a decrease in MSPD by 49%. So, this method is suitable to improve the current performance considerably. Still, our advanced method from Section 3 leads to better results, and is also more generic (not dependent on case data).
Conclusions
We show that by combining several models from literature, with some modifications and extensions,
Liander is able to lower its costs and decrease its impact of waiting time for service parts by an improved stock allocation. We succeeded to create a simple framework which optimizes the problem, resulting in a significant improvement compared to the current performance. The performance loss of the simple framework compared to main model remains within reasonable bounds. We succeeded to adapt the method of Özkan et al. [2014] such that lot sizing is possible at the CW and showed by simulation that it can be used in practical settings. {2,...,U+M} notes that an increase of S in only benefits the regions corresponding to that regional warehouse. Next, we find an upper bound on S in when the holding costs increase of one additional item is higher than the resulting cost reduction in waiting time costs and emergency shipment costs.
The maximum reduction in the waiting time for the region(s) corresponding to a regional warehouse is in our case given by ∑
. Finally we have to consider two network types (3 and 4). We start with Network 3 in which a solution with minimal reduced costs is likely to be found the fastest, as it has the least number of regional warehouses. The policy found from Network 3 with corresponding reduced costs helps us to generate tighter bounds on stock levels for Network 4, which in turn results in less calculation time. The actual algorithm is a little different when the number of stock levels to evaluate at the CW is large (say, >15). To reduce the computation time, we then take bigger steps in the s i1 levels to evaluate, such that we choose to consider 5 stock levels between the lower and upper bound. Subsequently, we check if this results in a delivery policy with negative reduced costs. If this is not the case, all stock levels at the CW will be evaluated. This saves computation time, since in the first number of iteration steps, the shadow prices do not accurately reflect the optimal balance between costs and waiting time.
